




BPM Jewelry 
BEDSTUYLE

Collection





Midnight in Paris  Necklace - 24 k Blue Gold Plated + swarovski component



Something Beautifull Ring  / 24 k Gold Plated 



This Feeling Necklace - 24 k Gold Plated + resin



She Ring - 24 k Blue Gold Plated 



Sun Salute Bracelets - 24 K Gold Plated + Brooklyn Shells + Swarovski component She Ring - 24 k Blue Gold Plated 





Intervention Necklace - 24 k Gold Plated + Rubber Fish Toy



Garden of Ghosts  - 24 k Gold Plated + Enamel + Resin + Amethist



33 1/3 Bracelets - 24 k Gold Plated + pink quartz + swarovski components 



Let it Necklace - 24 k Gold Plated + turquoise + coral + Swarovski components



Let it Necklace - 24 k Gold Plated + turquoise + coral + Swarovski components



The Rain Necklace - 24 k Gold Plated  



A Great Day Bracelet - 24 k Gold Plated  + leather





Bedstuyle represents a movement birthed by artists scattered across the 
globe, which crystalized in Bedstuy, Brooklyn.   

Leveraging the talents of creative thought leaders from every industry I have 
worked in over the course of my career to date.  

As an album, the music merely represents the soundtrack to the lives we 
are collectively leading as members of our worldwide arts community.

Carolina Iwanow and I envisioned a jewelry line, which has the power to 
articulate the messages contained on Bedstuyle. Carolina, who helped 

me concept the vision behind Bedstuyle, has hand crafted pieces, which 
correlate with each song on the album. Each and every artist / collabora-
tor on the album shares the same viewpoints on our need to concentrate 
on saving marine life, water conservation, curtailing GMOs, reducing our 
dependence on fossil fuels, and eliminating the thought that violence and 

war are suitable first responses to circumstances which can be resolved by 
peaceful means.

BPM Jewelry will donate a portion of all profits from the Bedstuyle line to 
various charitable organizations that are positioned to help effect change in 
the areas listed above.  On behalf of myself and all of the collaborators who 
appear on the album, thank you for lending us your ears, your minds, and 

ultimately:  
Your hearts.

Love,
Nathan Nabin Laskar aka Brooklyn Shanti



What’s your BPM?




